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Introduction
In mobile communications systems, timely localization of users is an important factor in service quality. Since the excess signaling imposed by user mobility can be excessive [1, 2] and radio bandwidth is scarce in wireless systems, paging algorithms that minimize signaling are desirable.
Previous work [3-51 has considered optimal paging strategies when the mobile unit is assumed to remain essentially stationary for the duration of the paging process. However, if paging bandwidth is scarce, or the system is heavily loaded, this assumption may be inappropriate. Thus, we here consider optimal strategies to locate a mobile unit when the unit may change location between the polling events; i.e., it might be necessary to poll a given location multiple times rather than just once as is in the stationary case.
In the following sections, we first formulate the problem of finding the optimal paging strategies. We then present the results obtained under different assumptions and the conclusions of our work.
Basics
and as a surrogate for polling delay we have We assume that the unit to be paged moves according to a general motion process. The joint probability distribution on unit location at time tn can be written in terms of conditional probabilities as1 , .
" . , the unit is found on the nth step then the total number of exactness.
Given polling groups A;, i = 1,2, ... we can write down the probability of finding the user in the nth step as [ where Bi is the event that the unit is not found by polling
We then state the following theorem:
The polling sequence which minimizes Equation (2), (3) or (5) This result greatly simplifies the problem of finding the optimal strategies since now only optimal polling group sizes IC, need be found. Unfortunately it is easily shown that this problem is not amenable to solution via Dynamic Programming (DP) [7] as it was for the semi-stationary unit case [3]. We therefore employ exhaustive search to find the best set of polling group sizes {k,}.
Results
We show the results of several experiments performed to find the best polling strategy in the presence of a maximum delay constraint, i.e. if the mobile is not found in the first N -1 polling steps then all locations are polled in step N . A network of 20 locations is assumed with an initially uniform distribution on unit location probability.
As a check against previous work [3], we have first performed the exhaustive search for the case where the unit to be found remains stationary during the paging process.
Using a = 0.5 in Equation (5), we compare previous results with the result of our search in Figure 1 and find them in complete agreement.
We then consider simple linear diffusion on an annulus (a "racetrack" model) and show how the paging strategy { a else where 7 is chosen to be 0.05. That is, the unit may move to the right or left with probability 0.05, or remain stationary with probability 0.9 a t each discrete time instant. The number of motion process steps between polling events is defined as k (k 2 1). The conditional probabilities2 then become:
As such, k (the mobility index) is a surrogate for unit mobility [8,9] with increased k implying higher mobility. For k sufficiently large, the probability distribution on location is uniform just prior to a polling event.
p is the L-vector that contains the conditional probabilities.
It is observed that as the mobility index increases, the number of locations polled in each step tends to grow. The average paging cost and the average delay corresponding to the best strategies found for various mobility indices are given in Figure 2 . The corresponding strategies for these and larger mobility indices with maximum delay tolerance of 6, are given in Table l. Notice that the optimum strategy approaches the classical "blanket polling" strategy where all locations are polled simultaneously in the first step for very large mobility indices i.e., there is nothing to be gained by polling smaller groups since the location probability distribution is uniform at each polling step. For smaller interpolling intervals, we observe a characteristic decrease then increase in the number of locations polled at each step. This is as expected since small interpolling intervals imply that a polling failure in group Ai greatly reduces the immediately subsequent probability of finding the unit at any location covered by Ai. However, as the number of polling failures increases, more locations are searched to avoid the penalty of searching all locations in the final step. The variation of paging cost and delay with maximum delay tolerance N is also examined. What we find is a tradeoff similar to that seen in [3] where paging cost falls of€ sharply as delay requirements are relaxed (Figure 3) .
Finally, we have studied the effect of delay factor a on the cost and the optimal strategies. The values of E [P] and E [ D ] are given in Figure 4 . The values show that the pag- ing cost is lowered substantially with very little increase in the average delay compared to the classical polling strategy. The optimal strategies found show that for increasing CY, a premium is placed on finding the unit early during the paging process. Thus, the size of the first group increases monotonically with Q until all locations are searched on the first step. This strategy achieves an absolute minimum delay of one polling step.
Conclusion
We have investigated optimum paging strategies for a mobile communications network where units are allowed to move during the paging process, First, we have reduced the problem of finding the best strategies to finding how many conditionally most likely locations must be included in each polling group. The problem of finding the optimal polling group sizes is, unfortunately, not amenable to standard methods such as Dynamic Programming. Thus, we have used exhaustive search to determine the best strategy and derive heuristic/approximate principles from experiment. We observed that as the unit mobility (time interval between polling events) increases, the number of locations searched early-on in the paging process must increase until it becomes optimal to poll all locations during the first step; the classical "blanket polling" strategy for mobile communications systems. However, this effect occurs only at relatively extreme levels of mobility where a failed polling event provides little information about unit location just prior to the next scheduled polling event. Thus, there should usually be some benefit to sequential planned polling of location groups in all but the most extreme cases.
The effect of increasing the importance of delay reduction had the expected effect of lowering delay at the expense of increased paging cost. However, the optimal strategies lowered the paging cost substantially as compared to the classical strategy but with little increase in the average delay. Thus, it may often be more efficient to sacrifice a small amount of delay performance and thereby gain a substantial reduction in paging cost.
